The objective of our research is to compare several well-known methods (in the framework of the repeat sales model) used for constructing house price indices based on unbiased estimators. We intend to show that a weighted least squares estimator (WLS) for the log price index can be improved due to the introduction of time dependency. We tend even to downweight housing units that have been held for a long time more than theory suggests. We suggest that there exist a pragmatic reason for doing this -long hold prices are differentially risky because of unknown structure changes.
Introduction
Development of property prices presents a considerable interest, practical and theoretical, for the real estate market. There is a practical interest in the evolution of prices expressed by the benchmarking approach. This kind of a performance analysis is a certain necessity for banks, investment funds, and insurance companies seeking reliable information on rate changes, for the state government evaluating the effectiveness of governmental intervention measures, etc. A benchmark index is, in some sense, a reference point that can be used as a standard to quantify the relative performance of an investment manager on behalf of an investor (Geltner and Ling, 2001 ). There is also a theoretical interest that is revealed in building numerous real estate price indices aimed to describe more precisely the changes in the market and its tendencies.
There exist different methodologies for constructing of price indices in real estate: some of them are based on transactions' prices, others present expert evaluations or quotas of real estate societies. There is a certain difficulty in building house price indices, which is due to the heterogeneity of the properties, the depreciation effect, renovation of properties and therefore, change of properties' attributes over time. The construction of price appreciation indices focuses on measuring the evolution of effective real estate values in time basing on an assumption that we possess information on the representation samples for all the transactions concerned 1 .There are three well-known models developed for constructing house price indices based on the price of transactions: the strata models, the repeat sales technique and the hedonistic models:
?? The strata models divide the set of assets into several different categories (strata) according to certain characteristics (location, type, or a number of pieces, for example). For each stratum and for each sub-period, the mean is calculated for the realised transactions. A global index is finally constructed as a weighted coefficient of results for all strata and all sub-periods. The more categories we have or the more homogeneous are the considered assets, hence the less valid will be a sample of transactions corresponding to each stratum. ?? The repeat sales technique consists in calculating the price variation for those assets that have been an object of at least two consequent transactions during a studying period. It suffices to aggregate the set of compound returns to obtain a global index of price evolution. An application of this technique suffers of wasting a great deal of transaction information: those assets that have been an object of only one transaction during the studying period are excluded from the sample. However this argument is less pertinent if the studying period is sufficiently long 2 . For example, Mark and Goldberg [1984] found 40% repeats over a twenty-two-year period. ?? The hedonistic models analyse all the characteristics (attributes) for each asset. As the set of realised transactions is defined, price regression study is performed on each attribute. It is more complex when it takes into consideration more attributes.
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Each of these models has its advantages and disadvantages. With strata models, unbiased estimators are problematical though the constructed indices bring valuable information for the estimation of price developments in the real estate markets. With the repeat sales method (developed by Bailey, Muth and Nourse in 1963), it is difficult to control capital improvements and atypical maintenance made during the period between sales of a given property. This method does not allow holding quality constant.
Our objective is to elaborate the methodology that will better fit to the purpose and will shed light on deviations of prices' growth rates resided in environmental changes in two similar real estate sectors. Among different approaches revealed recently, the repeat sales technique seems to be the most appropriate due to its unique possibility to reconstruct intermediate growth rates. As there exist many different methodologies for estimating price changes, the principal question we ask following Wang and Zorn [1996] , whether it is possible to define more precisely "what is the aim of the game"? Our current study focuses on the analysis what are the advantages and disadvantages of the existing unbiased estimators for house price indices in the framework of repeat sales approach. We seek to modify the wellknown calculation techniques in order to take into consideration real data (and not their estimations) and optimise deviations between two data samples.
Our paper is organised as follows. We start with the presentation of methodological problems (aggregation bias and compound return) with an illustrative example. Then we replicate three well-known index estimators based on traditional repeat sales technique to show their principal convergence on the tested samples. Then we develop a methodology based on the application of a final compound return, demonstrate the construction of estimators for a real database study. In conclusion, we discuss limitations of the existing methods, show that a penalty of applying WLS estimators for the simple repeated sales model can be considerable and increases as the standard error of the growth rate indices increases. Finally we summarise contributions of the paper.
Methodological problems
Traditionally on the financial market building of a price index is based on the comparison of two successive periods of market prices. Market price presents a weight mean of prices for all the transactions that took place during this period.
Let us imagine that we work with an "ideal " case and possess information on the houses' price at any desired time period (par example, each year). We define the price of an asset k at time t as P k,t and the whole set of houses sold contains N houses, and we observe T time periods. Then we may create a matrix of assets' prices of N x T dimension ( Fig.1) :
Fig. 1 The matrix of house prices (N houses, T time periods)
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We can calculate growth rates basing on a ration of P k , t the house price at the period t to P k , t+1 the price of the same house at the next time period t+1. Then growth rates for all the houses can be calculated as g k , t = P k , t+1 /P k , t
The new matrix of correspondent indices is now constructed (Fig.2) .
Time periods
0 1 2 … t … T _____________________________________________________ House 1 g 1,0 g 1,1 g 1,2 … g 1,t … g 1,T House 2 g 2,0 g 2,1 g 2,2 … g 2,t … g 2,T … … … … … … … House k g K,0 g K,1 g K,2 … g K,,t … g K,T … … … … … … … … … … House N g N,0 g N,1 g N,2 … g N,,t … g N,T
Fig. 2. The matrix of indices (N houses, M T time periods)
At any time period we can calculate the distribution of growth rates as:
Actually G t presents a parameter of a mean house price appreciation during the tth time period.
The originality of the repeat sales method is to construct one index that is based not on the mean of prices but on the mean of price compound returns between two transactions. Several difficulties come out in this method: ?? a need to define for each pair of transaction the variation corresponding to one base sub-period, for example a year, in order to compare returns obtained for the intervals between two transaction variables for one or another asset; or ?? a definition of relative weight for compound returns assembled per year or per another principle.
Two important questions we need to address in this approach, are the following: for the corresponding return on multiple periods which decomposition should be adopted for each sub-period? What average values should be used for the construction of prices indices? Multiple solutions can be given for different situations and we analyse them consequently.
Intermediate compound return model
The problem of pertinence is important when we consider the compound return for different subperiods passed between two transactions, as soon as we don't know the real intermediate prices. As we seek to measure a growth rate composed in time, we consider an equation for each asset k in our data set:
with G k as a global compound return for the whole period and g t is a compound return for each subperiod. There exist only three possible solutions for this problem:
1) Defining of an average growth rate for each sub-period (g k,t = g k,1 = g k,2 = g k,T ); in this case (1+G k ) = (1+g k,t ) T ;
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2) Calculating of a growth rate for each sub-period. (for example, starting from the first one when we know the return due to other transactions and calculating then for the last one; the difference between the global compound return and the precedents returns or again starting from the last,…);
3) Apply a global compound return to the last period of the final sale (g k,1 = g k,2 = …= g k,T-1 = 0 et g k,tF = G k ).
For each possibility we can formulate a hypothesis on the supposed evolution of real estate market. Therefore a profound understanding of a method applied is very important for interpreting results. In the first case, we consider that the value of an asset is progressively improved or degraded with time. In the second one, the value of an asset follows "theoretic" market fluctuations. In the third case, the asset value is not modified till its reappearance on the market for resale.
Note that in the first case, the growth rate g k,t corresponds to a geometric mean of a return G k for T subperiods. An arithmetic mean is probably preferable with g k,t =G k /T, but it is impossible in this case to develop a composition of compound returns in time. On the contrary, we can determine dispersion and consequently, find a better explanation. (See for example, Wang and Zorn [1996])
-Aggregation of returns per sub-periods
The key to this data is the number of observations of multiple transactions on the same property [Dombrow, Knight & Sirmans, 1997] . Prices from different time periods have to be matched to develop mean indices of the price change for the fixed time periods. Then we would be able to measure the price changes for a given property over the known period of time.
A synthesis of annual returns ' variations can be performed in two different manners:
?? Construction of an index for each pair basing on 100 fixed at the beginning of the studying period. This turns us back to the weighted prices for transactions at each subperiods with the following aggregation of these prices and recalculation of a compound return. ?? Otherwise, a direct aggregation of obtained compound returns.
Multiple statistic tools can be used for to synthesise the whole set of compound returns calculated for each pair of transactions. The most used are those cited by Wang & Zorn [1996] : an arithmetic mean permitting to find a dispersion of data; a geometric mean to reduce the influence of extreme data; and a median value that divides a set into two equivalent groups.
Matrix calculations allow adjusting intermediate compound returns to an aggregated method. The discussion on the preference of methods to use is also linked with biases resulting from these adjustments.
Generally speaking, we observe that a global compound return is more or less distributed uniformly on the set of sub-periods (cases 1 and 2 for a method of compound return distributing). Its relative weight for an index is weaker for long periods, but does not depend on the number of transactions observed. On the contrary, if a compound return is applied totally on the last period, its relative weight increases as a function of the period length, and decreases in case of small number of transactions in the sub-period compared to the total numbers of pairs observed.
As we determine intermediate values for each sub-period, and aggregate them further on, it is useful to make a hypothesis that the evolution of market results not only in real transactions of the subperiod, but also in all possible transactions of the whole set of observed assets. Thus we approach a system of indices construction via a subsequent evaluation of the same assets. It is also possible to construct one index in which only real transactions will be taken into account (see Wang & Zorn [1996] ).
1.3-Illustrative example
Following Case and Shiller's (1987) testing, we suggest to consider a very simple example of random-work property of prices to illustrate the application of the three standard unbiased estimators.
Let us suppose that we are on an ideal market with annual transactions realised at the market price during a model period of six years: from 2000 to 2005. We observe five hypothetical homogeneous houses of 100 Mln FF resold in a six-year period. We will analyse a complete sample with all possible repeated sales during this period.( see table 1 ). Basing on this sample table we will explain the results obtained by applying different methodologies, using the standard formula for calculating compound returns as (1+G k ) = P k,tF /P k,t0 for each pair of transactions, where tF is a period of a final sale and t0 is a period of the first sale. Our objective is to measure the differences of compound returns between transactions in two different sectors and the penalty of applying different methods if we change just one transaction value. We will start with a brief description of traditional approaches for repeated sales index construction using methodologies different from those based on the final compound return.
Traditional approaches
We start with a brief introduction to a standard repeat sales method and its latest improvements. We present sketchily the construction of classic repeat sales regression estimators of Bailey, Muth and Nourse (1963) (BMN method). Then we discuss the construction of weighted least square estimators (WLS) by Case and Shiller (1987) . And finally, the most recent development in repeat sales methodology of unbiased estimators proposed by Goetzmann and Peng (2001) variation of a repeat sales approach.
Bailey, Muth and Nourse 's method (BMN method)

Presentation of a method
In 1963, Bailey, Muth and Nourse (BMN) suggested to model indices or the growth rates as a ratio of P k , t+1 /P k,t = (I t+1 /I t )*? t+1,t
where ? t+1,t is an error term. Taking normal logarithms ln:
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ln(P k , t+1 /P k,t )= ln(I t+1 /I t )+ln ? t+1,t = ln(I t+1 ) -ln(I t )+ln (? t+1,t )
As this relationship can be rewritten in a vector notation as r ={a vector of ln(P k , t+1 /P k,t )}= X*?????? To calculate repeat sales regression (RSR) estimators and define the coefficient ? , the BMN method suggested using standard least squares. This method defines an unbiased estimator and presents the best approximation of ? k by an extrapolated price P extr compared to the price of resale P 2 :
where X -is the matrix N by T with elements x ik =-1 if i k =j t0k ( the year of the first sale) x ik =1 if i k =j tFk (the year of the second sale)), x ik = 0 in other cases; r k =ln(P k,tF / P k,t0 ) -is an N by1 column matrix of logarithms of the ration of second prices to the first sale prices of the k th asset, k=1,…N. Using the language of growth rates instead of indices, it is possible to rewrite the equation (5) as 
Discussion of the method BMN
In the BMN method, an extrapolation of transaction prices is made for all intermediate periods basing on matrix calculations with an aggregation of prices per period. The BMN method determines the return for each sub-period basing on RSR estimators obtained for the whole set of assets on the market We illustrate an application of the BMN method by our test sample with the following two tables :
A vector of growth rates in this case is given by ?° ={1; 1,05; 1,1; 1,0; 1,05;1,1} in the second row of the last table. A vector of growth rates becomes now different from the original ?° as ? BMN ={1; 1,074; 1,125; 1,023; 1,098; 1,125}. Therefore if we compare these indices we'll see that growth rates found by the BMN method are considerably different from the growth rates indicated by market prices in our test data and the index at the end of this period becomes greater than the market index .
WLS estimators of Case and Shiller (1989, 1991)
Presentation
Repeat sales method has been refined by many authors. Case and Shiller (1987) have done one of the most valuable impacts onto the construction of unbiased estimators. They presented a weighted least squares (WLS) repeat sales method as an improvement to Bailey, Mouth and Nourse (1963), giving less weight to highly influential sale pairs with a long time interval between sales. They presented the log price of the k th house at time t as P k , t = B t + D k,t +? t (10) where B t presents a base level of log prices at time t, D k,t describes a change ( or a drift) of house price value through time while ? k,t is an error term ( normally distributed)
Discussion
We have applied this method to our test example (without weighting r pairs as our test data presents a homogenous sample of assets) and obtain the following results for the growth rate indices: ? WLS ={1; 1,029; 1,016; 0,991; 1,017; 1,029}. We observe that the BMN indices for the two last sub-periods are more close to ?° that the WLS estimators. In general, the obtained results show that both techniques (the BMN method and WLS estimators) permit to describe rather adequately the growth rate changes on the market. However extrapolated prices (if we calculate them basing on the found indices) will be far from the real market prices described by ?°.
RSR estimators of Goentzmann (1992, 2001)
Présentation
Goetzmann and Spiegel (1995) introduce an intercept term to the WLS repeat sales methodology, removing the bias associated with the non-temporal component of repeat sales indices, which they attribute to incremental improvements not being fully screened from the data. RSR estimators are essentially geometric averages of individual asset returns because of the logarithmic transformation of price relatives. ? Page 9 ?
In a more recent work, Goetzmann and Peng (2001) propose unbiased repeat sales estimators that are analogous to the RSR estimators but are arithmetic averages of individual returns instead of geometric averages of them. Their modification of the BMN algorithm presents an optimisation problem of a search of an extremum (min) for a square metric (18) by ? using the initial conditions on ? of the formula (7) 
Discussion
An application of this newly appeared technique to our data sample has also proved its consistency comparable to the two above techniques. The final vector of growth rate indices ? RSR ={1; 1,056; 1,049; 0,91; 1,051; 1,054} is rather close to the original vector of market prices' growth rates ?°, in particular, for initial periods. However, the intermediate sub-periods are not well described by this vector and require some additional analysis for calculating intermediate prices. We observe again than the BMN indices for the last periods are much closer to ?° than those of RSR estimators.
2.4-Time-dependent estimators of price growth
Presentation
In our previous work (Thion B., Bouzdine-Chameeva T., 2000), we have proposed an algorithm for calculating an average coefficient ? k,j of the price growth per year. This coefficient presents a ratio between the difference of house price at the second and first transactions divided by the length of a time period passed in between these two transactions:
where k -is the number of a resale pair, j t0 , j tF -periods of the 1st and the 2nd sales respectively. It is important to note that ? k,i =? k,j (for j t0 <i,j<j tF ). In this case, it is supposed that the absolute price growth per year is constant in the interval between j tF and j t0 and is defined as ? k,j* P k,t0 . Extrapolated prices are determined as:
Linear extrapolation of the price of the k th is used here due to ? k,j . Therefore, it is clear that the relative price growth per year (i=j t0+1 ... j tF ) is different : 
We have to accept that the proposed model is almost a weighted least square estimator (WLS) for the log price index, with weights equal to 1/? t i . However our procedure differs in two respects from WLS. We calculate the weighted average percentage change in prices and not the weighted average difference of natural logarithms. However this might be arguable, but only for periods of rapid price change.
The idea of weighting the percentage changes in transaction prices by the inverse of the holding period has been firstly employed by Case and Shiller (1989) as a related weighting. This scheme has carried through to such recent works as Quigley, Deng and Van Order (2000) . The motivation for the weighting in these works is different from ours. If prices follow a log normal diffusion process, the variance of a repeat sale transaction is ?
2
? t and the observations should be weighted by 1/? T ½ . In our estimates, we probably downweight housing units that have been held for a long time more than theory suggests. There may be a pragmatic reason for doing this -long hold prices are differentially risky because of unknown structure changes.
Discussion
Our time-dependent methodology (TDM) has appeared the most smoothing one as the values of indices found reflect adequately the character of growth rate changes but the extrapolated prices are significantly different from the real market prices. a very n application of this newly appeared technique to our data sample has also proved its consistency comparable to the two above techniques. The final vector of growth rate indices ? TDM ={1; 1,03; 1,018; 0,982; 1,018; 1,03}.
The overlapping holding periods of the different housing units in the repeat sales estimation induces the correlation between sales prices. And a lot of the information about the time path of prices is imbedded in this correlation, particularly for periods of low transaction volumes. The estimator we have suggested is efficient in a pure level effects' model, but might be not an in a repeat sales model. In the level effects model the regression vectors are orthogonal by construction.
A synthesized algorithm
Basing on the BMN method and the algorithm described in the previous section, we propose a synthesized technique for determining an estimator b / that assumes least square values of r i , normalized by the length of time intervals: 
Then the values of extrapolated prices are determined as
.
We have to admit that on the contrary to the RSR estimator in the form (4), the obtained RSR estimator (17) is a biased one because the condition (16) is not met in a general case. Therefore, a loss in the value of bias ? k of an extrapolated price P extr,k is observed compared to the real price of the second sale P 2k . Nevertheless the value of this bias is less than the one of our previous algorithm (15) . Moreover this synthesized method is much simpler in application than the BMN method as we have a possibility to correct the regression coefficients adding new repeat sales data without recalculating the whole data array.
We intend to show that a WLS estimator for the log price index can be improved due to the introduction of time dependency. Annual sector indices are susceptible to price differences provoked by major environmental changes. We tend even to downweight housing units that have been held for a long time more than theory suggests. We suggest that there exist a pragmatic reason for doing this -long hold prices are differentially risky because of unknown structure changes.
Methodology based on evaluation of the final compound return.
Time dependence of house sales presents an essential aspect of the real estate estimations and affects the values of indices. That is why we suggest to compare several algorithms for constructing indices based on RSR estimators, WLS estimators, geometric averages and compound returns in order to understand which of these algorithm is more appropriate in research models.
The key to this data is the number of observations of multiple transactions on the same property. Prices from different time periods have to be matched to develop mean indices of the price change for the fixed time periods. Then we would be able to measure the price changes for a given property over the known period of time.
3.1-Final compound return model
Instead of considering a compound return for each pair per sub-period decomposing in time following approximate market values (that leads normally to bias explained by an approximation technique applied), we can make a hypothesis that one transaction does affect really the whole market only in the moment of its realisation.
Starting with this hypothesis, we can calculate index using two different approaches: aggregating only those returns that are obtained by P k,tF /P k,t0 = (1+g k )
T for the moment of resale; or solving an equation (3) for all the observed period taking g k,t =0 for all intermediate periods between the transactions.
Time periods
0 1 2 … t F … T _____________________________________________________ House 1 1 1 1 g 1,tF … … House 2 0 1 1 g 2,tF … 0 … … … … … … … House k 0 0 1 … g K,,tF … 0 … … … … … … … … … … House N 0 0 0 0 … 0 … g N,tF=T
Fig. 3. The matrix of final compound returns (N houses, T time periods)
We suggest applying a multi-step procedure to find the indices based on our approach of final compound return. First of all, we fill in the matrix of growth rates above ( fig 3) . Actually, we replace the matrix of indices (see. fig2) by a new matrix where growth rates are calculated basing on a final compound return. Therefore, growth rates for all the houses can be calculated as g k , t = 1 for all t 1 < t 2 where t 1 is a period of the first sale and t 2 is a period of a second sale ( resale); g k , t = P k , tF /P k , t0 for t=t 2 (19)
Index variation between two years will measure the annual return of prices resulting independently of those pairs that are not yet disposed. As we approach to the end of a studying period, the number of observations increases (see table 1 above). Table 2 .
For each sub-period we can calculate a basic price value for this period ( as a regression of squared residuals on a constant) . Then working with this value we can recalculate extrapolated prices for all the sub-periods and find an annual mean of compound return for those pairs that are disposed on the market. I
? t =(1/N) ? k=1 N g k , t. , t=1,..N (20) Table 3 .
The discussion is on the representation of this index obtained as a ratio over a whole market set. To value an intermediate compound returns with a return of g k =0, we suggest implicitly that active asset conserves the capital property till the moment when it will be disposed on the market. Developing further on our reasoning, we can say, that each asset in the set that was sold before the end of the observed period could be conserved in our sample with a compound return of zero.
Our first step is to determine a matrix basing on intermediate and final growth rates for each asset. Therefore, the product of rates along each line in our matrix is equivalent to the ratio of transaction prices: P k,tF /P k,t0 =(1+G k ). Then we aggregate rates of each sub-period along the columns in order to obtain an average growth rate. The next step is to construct an index, which reflects the evolution of rates and not prices assembling the obtained rates for each sub-period. Table 3 helps us to understand that an average growth rate can not indicate at the same time the growth of prices for real transactions; an intermediate evolution of prices (when a growth rate is zero) and their proportions in a whole set for one and another.
These considerations lead us to the necessity to perform differently this data conversion. We start with reintegrating prices corresponding to a zero growth rate into initial matrix, we consider them equal to prices of a first sale for each asset. As each line on the matrix must have the same weight, we adjust teh variation of growth rates using the BMN method.
Actually, we define an unbiased estimator and seek the best approximation of ? ? as a result of applying the formula (7), where X is constructed differently. X is the matrix N by T with elements x k,i =-1 if i k =j k,t0 ( the year of the first sale) and if i k <j k,tF, ( the year of the second sale); x k,i =-1 if i k =j k,tF (the year of the second sale)), x k,i = 0 in other cases. Table 4 We have applied this methodology of final compound returns (FCR) to our test example. The value of ? FCR is {1; 0,97; 1,04; 0,97; 1,03; 1,08}. These results are the most close to market prices' growth rates defined in our test example. The graph below compares the results obtained by the discussed techniques and sheds lights on the questions we have addresses at the beginning of our study:, what decomposition for a compound return should be adopted for each sub-period in a multi-period problem and what average values should be used for the construction of prices indices? Numerous solutions can be given for different situations and we have analysed them consequently.
Discussion
°.
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A real database example
We have applied the developed methodologies to a real house data base. Following our previous works (Thion B., Bouzdine-Chameeva T., 2000), we continue studying the sample of 10193 realized real estate transactions in Bordeaux during the period of 1985 -1997 (Thion B., Favarger P., and Hoesli M., 2000). Individual houses of the total surface between 50m 2 and 150m 2 s situated inside Bordeaux city have been taken into consideration. In this sample we have 1296 cases of repeated sales. In other words, there are 2592 transactions correspondent to the repeated sales, which present 26% of total transactions performed.
The behaviour analysis of all considered regression models has been performed both for the 1296 pairs presenting a complete repeat sales set and for the same assets divided into two categories by location regions A-IN, IO-Z respectively.Here are the results of our applications. The index on the graph above ( fig.5 ) is obtained as a result of an application of a model presented in table 2 of the §3.1. Compared to the results obtained by means of a standard BMN methodology (see fig. 6 below), our technique permits to observe an evolution of market from 100 in 1985 to 165 in 1997. This corresponds approximately to an evolution of average house prices during this period described earlier in the work of Thion, Favarger & Hoesli [2000] . We must mention that an evolution of deviations between the two geographical sectors is as sensible as in an application of the BMN method. . As the authors supposed, these indices increase more rapidly than average house prices that can be explained by quality depreciation of houses sold, in particular during the last years. Otherwise this deviation could also be due to an inherent adjustment technique in the framework of the BMN method. Fig. 7 . Results of an application of our synthesised algorithm Fig. 7 presents the results of a synthesised algorithm that combines a standard BMN method with the methodology developed in our previous work (see Thion, Bouzdine-Chameeva, [2000] ). Here, we observe price evolution similar to the two previous graphs, with only one important difference. The two curves B(1) and B(2) representing the two geographical sectors of studies never blend. In reality, this is just due to the deviation they have from the very beginning, which comes from calculations of ?? If we rectify starting coordinates, the curves becomes close to those observed in two previous models. However, in this model a growth rate for 12 years is lower than that of a mean price evolution for houses. 
Conclusions.
Our objective is to find an indicator optimising year by year the price variations linked with environmental changes. An application of a repeat sales method seems to be ideally adapted for this as it aims of measuring a variation return in the evolution of prices for real estate assets. However the method of calculations for defining intermediate returns between transactions affects the obtained results.
We have compared several well-known methods in the framework of the repeat sales model (RSR estimators, WLS indices, Geometric means and unbiased estimators) used for constructing house price indices. We have also introduced a synthesised algorithm of WLS estimator, which is really easy to calculate and update continuously. We consider that assets that have been held for a long time could be downweight a bit more than theory suggests, as long hold prices are differentially uncertain because of unknown structure changes.. BMN, WLS, RSR methods reconstruct permanently the market in a manner that the totality of observations is assembled by the mathematical model. Actually, they calculate "the best mean" of intermediate prices and deduce consequently a "mean" compound return.
Supposing that intermediate compound returns are zero and price variation is totally taken for the moment of a resale, we favour those housing units that have been held for a long time more than theory suggests. We suggest that there exist a pragmatic reason for doing this -long hold prices are differentially risky because of unknown structure changes. The obtained results confirm our hypothesis. However we do understand that the proposed model requires some extra rectification and additional mathematical development.
In the study developed earlier by Thion B., Favarger P., and Hoesli M. (2000), the initial hypothesis was that the price growth rate of real estate assets keeps on till the major environmental changes, of infrastructure or legislation, arrive. To verify this hypothesis, it is necessary to elaborate special indicators that could demonstrate the deviations of rates for representative samples of geographic sectors with the known specific evolution of their environment. The penalty cost of the effect due to environmental changes can be very large and increases as the standard error of the growth rate indices' increases. Therefore it is really important to understand which estimators are efficient for evaluating price development in each particular case.
